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Notice: This and Giovan Battista D’Alessio’s paper that follows are the products of collaborative research on Pindar’s
Paeans and Prosodia, conducted during the Autumn of 1996. The two papers share many assumptions, and broadly speaking
the conclusions advanced are ones we both accept. It is the authors’ hope that both papers will be read together.

1. The Problem of Paean 6
Pindar’s Sixth Paean is the best preserved paean from the 5th century. Its opening shows that the scene
of the performance was Delphi, the opening of the second triad suggests that the context was the festival
of the Theoxenia. We do not know the year. There is also a problem about the performers. As transmitted in POxy 841, to the immediate left of the opening is a marginal title:
Delfoi'"
eij" Puqwv
(For the Delphians to Pytho)

This title, echoed in one of the scholia to Nemean 7. 64 (3. 129. 6 Drachmann), identifies the Delphians
as the group for whom it was written (the formula could imply either commission or performance). The
hypothesis that the performers were Delphians is fine for the first two triads, even though lines 9–11:
10

≈

h\lqon
e[tai" ajmacanivan aj≥[l]evxwn
teoi'sin ejmai'" te tim≥ [a]i'":

(I have come to defend your townsmen and my privileges)

seem to imply that in that case the speaking-subject is not a member of the chorus, as it is in other
Paeans, but rather the poet, who represents himself as performing on behalf of the Delphians.1 This is
the section of the poem that is concerned exclusively with Delphic themes, starting with the arrival of
the singer at Delphi, and his reception there (triad 1) and ending with the story of Neoptolemus, whose
cult at Delphi is in some way linked to the ritual of the Delphic Theoxenia (triad 2). However, the third
triad focusses on Aegina; it begins abruptly with an address to the island/nymph Aegina.2
Gæ

Str

125
col. 31
3

ojnoÕmakluvta gavr≥ ejssi Dwriei'
mªeºdevoisa ªpovºntw/
na'so", ªw\º Dio;" ÔEllanivou faenno;n a[stron.
ou{neken ou[ se paihovnwn
a[dorpon eujnavxomen, ajll∆ ajoida'n

* Thanks to Giovan Battista D’Alessio, but for whose contributions the argument of this article would never have taken
shape; also the staff of the Students Room of the British Library for providing every amenity; also to David Bain, Bruno
Currie, Jon Fenno, Robert Fowler, Nick Gonis, Malcolm Heath, Graham Howie, James Irvine, Barbara Kowalzig, Sir Hugh
Lloyd-Jones, Gregory Nagy, Dirk Obbink, Hayden Pelliccia, Bill Race, Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood, Eva Stehle, Calvert
Watkins, Peter Wilson, and Dimitrios Yatromanolakis; to the audiences of presentations on this theme made at Warwick and
Manchester Universities in 1996–7.
1 The speaking subject is a member of the chorus in Pindar Paean 2, Paean 4; the issue of speaking subjects in Pindar is
most successfully dealt with by D’Alessio, 1994, 117–140
2 Abruptness noticed by E. Fraenkel, Horace, Oxford, 1957, 401; Radt, 1958, 88ff.
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130
6

rJovqia dekomevna katerei'",
povqen e[labe" naupruvtanin
daivmona kai; ta;n qemivxenon ajretªavn.

123: Rutherford: gavr ejsti S Hom., g∆ e[nessi Grenfell and Hunt, Radt
(For, island ruling the Dorian sea, you are famous in name, bright star of Zeus Hellanius. For that reason we shall not lay you
to rest without a feast of paeans, but you will receive waves of song and declare from where you received that ship-guiding
fortune and virtue consisting in justice to guests.)

This address leads into an account of the birth of Aiakos, son of Aegina and Zeus (Aiakos has no direct
link with Delphi), and a genealogy of the Aiakidai. Although much of the third triad is lost, the Aiakidai
are still the subject near the end, and it seems likely that the whole triad was concerned with them, even
the difficult final lines:

180

tw'n ge do≥ªrikt]uvpwn[ . . . ]ein ajpeivrona" ajretav"
Aijak]i≥da'n: f[ilei']t≥e
. . . ]i≥ povlin patrivan, filei'te ] d≥∆ eu[f≥[ron]a≥ laovn
tovnd≥e≥ kai; õstefavÕnoisiv nin
pan]qalevo" uJgie[iva"] skiavzete: Moisa'n
ej≥pabole≥v≠ont≥[a] pollavki, Paiavn, devx∆] ejnnovmwn ej≥ªnop]a'n.

⁄ ⁄ 177 Aijakºi≥da'n Turyn ⁄ ⁄ 178 Sn ⁄ ⁄ 180 D’Alessio, stefavºnoisiv from S, ºnoisi pan POxy 841, nin POxy 841m
: omitted by POxy 841i, perhaps also by PSI 147 ⁄ ⁄ 181 panqalevo" D’Alessio : pa'n GH ⁄ ⁄
ej≥pabole≥v≠ont≥[a] Ferrari
(from PSI 147): -levontªiº Sn ⁄ ⁄ 183 ºennovmwnqª or eª PSI 147, ºa'n POxy 841 ⁄ ej≥ªnop]a'n Ferrari: q≥ªalivºan or q≥ªusivºan
Snell.
(. . . spear-sounding . . . measureless virtues of the Aiakidai. Love your native city, love this kind people and cover them with
garlands of all-blooming health. Receive, Paian, one who often has a share of the lawful songs of the Muses.)

In the immediate context of the Aiakidai, the city and people being mentioned would most naturally be
those of Aegina, and the deictic pronoun tovnde (recently restored here by D’Alessio) strongly suggests
that the Aeginetans are present in the performance, if they are not the performers themselves.3
One link between the first two triads and the third undeniably exists, in so far as Neoptolemus was
an Aiakid, so that the third triad could be thought to expand on the second, by providing background. It
has also been postulated that the aetiology of the Delphic Theoxenia was presented in the poem as
parallel to, and perhaps related to, the myth of Aiakos and the great drought.4 But in the end, these
explanations seem insufficient to explain why a poem performed by, or at least dedicated to, the
Delphians included such an extensive encomium of Aegina and the Aiakids.
Scholars have resorted to other explanations. Farnell tried to link this with the well-known ancient
tradition that the version of the death of Neoptolemus included in Paean 6 offended the Aeginetans, and
that Pindar wrote Nemean 7 as an apology.5 He suggested that the original paean (of two triads?) had
offended the Aeginetans, and that Pindar added the third triad to mollify them. Farnell’s approach has
found few supporters.

3 See D’Alessio/Ferrari, 1988, 163; also D’Alessio, 1994, 117–140
4 References in Radt, 1958, 89–90.
5 Farnell, 1930, 1. 313, 2. 408, argued for a later addition of the third triad in this way. The ancient evidence for the

apology hypothesis: S Nem. 7. 48 (Dr. 3. 126. 8ff.), attributed to Aristarchus; S Nem. 7. 64 (Dr. 3. 129. 4), anonymous; S
Nem. 7. 103 (Dr. 3. 137. 3ff.), attributed to Aristodemus, the pupil of Aristarchus. Modern discussions of the apology
hypothesis: Lloyd-Jones, 1973, 128 (= 1990, 139), with full bibliography; Heath, 1993, 169ff.
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Wilamowitz attempted to solve the problem of performance by arguing that, despite the title, the
real performers of the paean were Aeginetans.6 This attractive approach requires that we account for the
transmitted title; there are two ways of doing that: a) arguing that the dative plurals in titles are not
about performance, but about dedication; hence Paean 6 might have been dedicated to the Delphians,
but it still could have been performed by Aeginetans; b) arguing that any Hellenistic title has limited
authority, and represents no more than the best guess of a Hellenistic editor, which could as easily be
wrong as right. If we are going to jettison the title, we will also need some sort of coherent explanation
as to why an incorrect title should have become attached to the poem. One explanation might be that the
ancient interpreter looked no further than the dative plural in lines 9–11 and assumed that this was
Pindar dedicating the poem to the Delphians. But there perhaps still remains more than a vestige of
doubt that the transmitted title might be based on a reliable ancient tradition.
One more attempt at explaining the Aeginetan emphasis of the third triad was made by Hoekstra,
who advanced the rather complicated hypothesis that though the performers of the paean at the Delphic
Theoxenia had usually been Aeginetans, on this occasion the Aeginetans had been prevented from
coming; hence the compensatory praise of the island in the third triad. That reconstruction is not out of
the question, but just as it presupposes an improbable set of circumstances, so the reconstruction itself is
unlikely.7
Thus, the problem of the performance of the poem remains. In this paper I want to present a piece of
evidence that offers an original way of approaching these issues.
2. Pindar, Paean 6, Triad 3 was an Aeginetan Prosodion
A. The Second Title
In the London papyrus of the Paeans (POxy. 841), the following lines of commentary appear some way
to the right of lines 108–9 of Paean 6 (col. 29 in Grenfell and Hunt’s enumeration) and immediately to
the left of line 123–4, the start of the third triad (col. 30):
ºaijgª
ºi≥"
ºsas≥aª . . º .
ºp≥rosª . º . iª º . n
ºAijgªinhvtaºi≥" Diehl (anticipated in Grenfell and Hunt, p. 98)

They are followed by three erased lines, which are largely illegible, but not so much that we cannot be
sure that they were in a different hand.8 In the editio princeps and in all subsequent editions the three
lines cited have been taken as a scholion on lines 108–9. However, there is no obvious relevance to the
text of the poem at this point, which contains part of the narrative of the story of Neoptolemus,
describing his ill-fated return from Troy, and his failure to make it back to his homeland after killing
Priam at the altar of Zeus Herkeios at Troy. Grenfell and Hunt, to whom, as to Diehl, the first line of the
scholion suggested Aegina or the Aeginetans, wondered whether there might have been some discussion
of the fact that it was the description of the death of Neoptolemus that is suppose to have offended the
Aeginetans and occasioned the commission of Nemean 7;9 but the combined ingenuity of scholars
working on the papyrus since 1908 has failed to come up with a supplement; and it does not help this
6 Wilamowitz, 1922, 134–5 with n. 3; Nock’s view is quoted by Finley, 1951, 72; the hypothesis of an Aeginetan
khoros is mentioned favourably also by A. Körte, “Literarische Texte mit Ausschluß der christlichen (Nr. 366–425)”, APF 5,
531, 1913, 551, I. Müller, Quomodo Pindarus chori persona usus sit, Darmstadt, 1914, 20ff, K. Ziegler, RE s. Neoptolemus
32. 2455.
7 Hoekstra, 1962.
8 Grenfell and Hunt, 1908, restore the erasure: ·ª . . . . . . . º . uo . ª . º . k≥ai≥ ª≥ ‚ ⁄ · ª . . . . . . º . ar≥ª . º . ª
. ºi≥ . ª ‚ ⁄ · ª . . . . . . ºp≥r≥o≥s≥ª . º .v ‚.
9 Grenfell and Hunt, 1908, 98.
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theory that the lines are in the wrong place, neither next to the description of Neoptolemus killing Priam
(113–4, in the following column; this is introduced afterwards as an explanation for why Neoptolemus
failed to return), nor near the description of the death of Neoptolemus (117ff., also in the next column).
There is room for a new approach.
I want to suggest that these lines are in fact not an ordinary scholion at all, but a title, introducing
the third triad at line 123, that is they refer to the column of text on their immediate right, not the one
some way to the left. My starting point is Diehl’s supplement Aijgªinhvtaºi≥". Prima facie the dative
plural is exactly the syntactic form that we find in the titles of Paeans and similar genres of lyric poetry,
which usually have the structure:
Dative Plural (performers or dedicatees) + eij" + place of performance or addressee
One example is the title at the start of Paean 6, cited earlier; another is the title of a Paean by Simonides,
PMG 519 fr. 35(b): ∆Andrivoi" eij" Puqwv.10 In both these cases, the noun after eij" is a place; in other
cases it was a divinity or hero, as in the title of a Pindaric poem in honour of Aiakos: Aijginhvtai" eij"
Aijakovn (“Paean XV” in Snell–Maehler; despite their classification, the poem is more likely to be a
Prosodion than a Paean).11
Furthermore, while the lines are in an unusual but not impossible position for a scholion on the
previous column,12 they are in exactly the right place for a title, immediately below the remnants of the
coronis; we may compare the position of the title at the start of the poem; in both cases, the lower tip of
the coronis terminates just above the penultimate letter of the first line of the title.
A further point is that the script of this scholion is different from that of the surrounding scholia ;
the explanatory scholia in this section of the papyrus are in two hands, one more regular (Grenfell and
Hunt’s S1), the other more rapid (Grenfell and Hunt’s S2). But even the more regular of these hands is
smaller and more rapid than the leisurely script of this “scholion”, which Grenfell and Hunt class with
one of the hands used for textual diorthoseis, “H2” in their terminology. It is also to H2 that Grenfell and
Hunt assign the hand of the title at the start of the poem. Thus, to judge from the script, the “scholion at
line 108” is not a normal scholion and could well be a title. Notice, however, that although the H2 of the
title at the start of the poem and the H2 of the “scholion on line 108” are similar in size and style, they
are not identical; for possible implications of the difference, see p. 20.13
In the one other case in the papyrus where the start of a poem survives, it was marked by an
asterisk.14 In the case of the passage we are concerned with, the area where the asterisk would have
occurred if this was marked up as the start of a poem is mostly lost. What does survive is a remnant of a
horizontal line above and to the left of the lower part of the coronis (not reproduced in Grenfell and
Hunt’s transcription). It is very difficult to see what this could be if not right stroke of an asterisk,
indicating that some ancient commentator took this as the beginning of a poem. 15
Thus, I would suggest that the three lines of commentary should be supplemented as a title:
10 Rutherford, 1990, 176–7. But there are many others among the miscellaneous fragments of Pindar.
11 See Rutherford, 1992; Aijginhvªtai" also occurs as part of a title in POxy. 2442, fr. 86 = Pindar, “Paean XXII(h))”

(true genre uncertain).
12 Parallels for a scholion which starts a long way to the right of the text and continues pretty well up to the next column
include those on Paean 2, 37b, 55, 57, 63 and on Paean 6, 134.
13 Grenfell and Hunt, 1908, pp. 15–6
14 The function of the asterisk in lyric poems is discussed by Hephaestion, Peri Semeion 74.8–14 (to indicate change of
metre in the Aristophanic edition of Alcaeus, end of poem in the Aristarchan); it is discussed in Turner, 1987, 13, n. 62;
McNamee, 1992, 25; R. L. Fowler, “Reconstructing the Cologne Alcaeus”, ZPE 33, 1979, 28; Fowler reports an asterisk at
the end of a triad in the papyrus of Stesichorus, Geryoneis, POxy. 2617, f. 1a12 = SLG S11, but this is analysed by K.
McNamee (above), 20, as a form of cr.
15 The position is even better if, as I conclude on the basis of the recto, the fragments containing the title are placed too
high in the frame by about 5 mm. The change in position would bring the horizontal in the asteriskos exactly in line with that
at Paean 6, 1 (i.e. just above line 1 of the poem).
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Aijgªinhvtaºi"
eiºj" Ai≥jaªkoº;n≥
prosªovºd≥iªoºn
(For the Aeginetans in honour of Aiakos a prosodion)

The use of a generic term such as “prosodion” seems natural in a title.16 We do not find paiavn in the
title of paeans in this papyrus, but there it is assumed that all the poems are paeans. In exceptional
circumstances, it probably was the practice to specify the purported genre of a poem in a title, as for
example in the case of the paean in Paean VIIIb(a), where we find the phrase paia;n eij" . . .17
The second line of the commentary has been read by editors as ºsas≥aª. Of the third letter, all that
survives is a small hook on the line, which would be compatible with an iota; the small size of the space
between the two alphas rules out most letters. In the usual pattern of titles, the second element
immediately following the dative plural is a formula introduced by the preposition eij" specifying the
place of performance or the deity or hero. Hence, we might provisionally restore eijº" ∆As≥aª, except that
∆As≥aª defies interpretation. As an alternative, I would like to suggest that ∆Aij≥aªkon should be read. The
wording of the title finds an exact parallel in the marginal title of Pindar, “Paean XV”: Aijginhvtai" eij"
Aijakovn. And dedication to Aiakos suits the subject matter of the third triad of Paean 6, which (at least in
the surviving strophe) is concerned with the birth of Aiakos. All that remains of the third letter is a small
diagonal stroke on the line, moving from bottom left to top right; this stroke could indicate a sigma,
which is what Grenfell and Hunt read and Radt confirmed. But equally the trace it is not incompatible
with an iota, and in fact it can be paralleled in one of the iotas in the title at the start of Paean 6

16 The only difficulty in this reading is the D. To the left of the I, half way up, there is a small mark, less than the
thickness of a stroke. This is not where we would expect the right angle of the D. The problem is alleviated slightly if we
allow that the I may protrude slightly below the line, as elsewhere in scholia. Furthermore, there are occasional cases
elsewhere in the papyrus, particularly in the scholia, where the right angle of a D is higher than the line; examples include
Pandwrou in Paean 5, 45, a particularly good example (and the script is similar too, although Grenfell and Hunt class this as
H3); “Abd[ in fr. 5 (from Paean 2; de at S Paean 2, 75, do in S Paean 2, 43; also dun- in S Paean 2. 32 and 33. Another
excellent parallel is the same word in POxy. 2442, fr. 94 (as G. B. D’Alessio draws to my attention). There is a good parallel
in POxy. 852, a papyrus of Euripides’ Hypsipyle [= Turner, 1987, 33].
17 On this title, see Rutherford, 1991a, 5–8. D’Alessio in D’Alessio/Ferrari, 1988, 169, n. 29, restores the title of Paean
to say: Qhbaivoi" eij" Ptwvion proso≥d≥i≥ªakov"; prosov≥d≥i≥ªon would also be a possibility: cf. Wilamowitz (1922), 187.
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(Delfoi'").18 The small size of the space between the two alphas is also a factor in favour of restoring an
iota here.19
This three-part title (dative plural; eij" + noun; genre) can be compared to the description of the
prosodion of Eumelus in Pausanias (PMG 767):
kaiv oiJ kai; a\/sma pepoihmevnon ejsti; prosovdion ej" Dh'lon toi'" ejp∆ Eujrivpw/ Calkideu'si.
(Also a song was composed by him, a prosodion in honour of Delos for the Chalcidians on the Euripos)

The only difference is that in this case the three elements are in reverse order.
The three erased lines underneath the title perhaps contained a short discussion of the apparent
inconsistency of the fact that the same triad occurs in a paean and in a prosodion. It seems acceptable
that a comment about the title should be written immediately below it rather than to the right.
B. The Scholion on Paean 6, line 124
There is something inherently improbable both in the idea of a second title occurring in the middle of a
poem, and in that of a title in the middle of a paean referring to a prosodion. Before I try to explain how
this situation might have arisen, it is necessary to consider a second scholion. This is the scholion to line
124, the second line of the third triad, situated (as scholia always are) to the right of the text. The
handwriting is more formal than those of other explanatory scholia, and more like that of diorthoseis
(H2 in the terminology of Grenfell and Hunt).
ejn tw'/ .

ª . º . ª º .

prª .

.

.

. º .

n fevretai

after tw'/ apparently a gap before the next letter ⁄ before first [, e≥ª, o≥ª, a≥ª ⁄ after first ] perhaps w≥
n≥
⁄ ejn tw'/ pªovnºtw/ pªrovteroºn fevretai Diehl, ejn tw'/ pªovntºw/ to; prªwtei'oºn fevretai Snell.

⁄

after second ], i≥,

Diehl and following him Snell took the scholion as an exegesis of the metaphorical expression in lines
123–4, commenting on Aegina’s prominent position in the Dorian sea. But their supplements were
infelicitous, especially since the letter after tw/' is unlikely to be a p. More likely, this could be an
example of an idiom found in the language of literary scholia and commentaries (as Grenfell and Hunt
suggested and Radt endorsed), where the verb fevretai, can mean “is transmitted” or “appears”, used of
authorship of works, texts, and variant readings; a factor in support of this interpretation is that in this
application, fevretai is often found in construction with ejn + the copy, work or group of works in which
the text or reading is transmitted.20
After I developed the hypothesis about the title described in section A), I speculated that this
scholion might include a reference to a prªosovdioºn. I began with the hypothesis that it began with some
such formula as ejn tw'/ Qevwno" (“in the edition of Theon”);21 we could restore the name of some
scholar known to have worked on Pindar’s Paeans, such as Aristonicus:
ejn tw'/ ∆A≥ªri(sto)ºn≥ªivkou) prªosovdioºn fevretai
(In the edition of Aristonicus it is transmitted as a prosodion)

18 Cf. also the iota in S line 180: stefavnoisiv nin, which seems to be in a very similar hand. Some iotas in the hooked
hand of Paean 8a and Paean 9 are also comparable, as is one of the iotas in just below line 124: ejn Aijgivnh/.
19 Another possibility is eijº" Ai≥jaªkivdºa≥"≥ (favoured by G. Howie), though we would have to assume that the last letter
has disappeared without leaving any trace; also, we would expect the title to relate to a cult, but we know of no cult of the
Aiakidai. The supplement eiºj" ∆Af≥≥aªivan is ruled out on palaeographic grounds.
20 Grenfell and Hunt, 1908, 99; Radt, 1958, 174; see LSJ, s.v. A. VIII. Examples are listed in section C below, including
many with ejn. From POxy. 841, cf. fr. 95.5: ºe[n tisi metaª, where we might perhaps restore e[n tisi metaªgevgraptai (in
some copies the reading is changed).
21 For the construction, see the S at Alcman, PMGF 3, fr. 1 (POxy. 2387, fr. 1), cited on p. 20 below.
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That might mean either that the poem appeared in Aristonicus’ (?) edition of the Paeans, with the third
triad marked off as a prosodion; or that the third triad appeared independently in Aristonicus’ (?) edition
of the Prosodia.
An objection to this interpretation of the scholion might be, what would be the point of such a
comment if the editor of this text has in fact decided to give the third triad the title “prosodion”? It is a
valid objection. It might be answered by the reflection that the comment was added first by one ancient
copyist and the title later by another, or perhaps the comment is meant to explain the title: “This title
should not be taken as of absolute value, but rather an indication that Aristonicus (?) classes the third
triad as a prosodion”.
Subsequently, Giovan Battista D’Alessio sent me an improved supplement:
ejn tw'/ a≥– ªtºw≥'n prªosodivwºn fevretai
(It is transmitted in the first book of the Prosodia)

The omega in tw'≥n seems to suit the gap better, and to be confirmed by a trace of a letter on the papyrus
which could come from the left loop of the omega. The space after tw'/ suits a numeral,22 and the
surviving left hand edge of a loop suits a≥— better than b≥—.23 With either numeral, this supplement implies
that the commentator believes that in the standard editions of Pindar the third triad appeared as a
Prosodion. One advantage of this supplement is that it does not leave us asking why the commentator
has added the title; rather it implies that the force of the scholion was to explain the title by saying that
this part of the poem occurred independently in the Prosodia.
So far, we have an attractive speculation, but no proof. It independently occurred to both me and
D’Alessio that fr. 108 of the papyrus might belong here.
verso

recto

Grenfell and Hunt restored the verso like this:
prºosovdi[
º
º . n
The first line could well come from the lacuna in the scholion on line 124. In early September of 1996
D’Alessio, working from microfilm, managed to establish that the fragment did indeed belong here by
examination of the census list on the reverse of the papyrus (the “recto”). The recto of fr. 108 has:
ºa≥klh≥ª
ºs≥ª
This completes the name ÔHr≥ªaklºh'" and below it ”Wro≥"≥ which had earlier been read at this point in the
census-list.24

22 For the gap on either side of the numeral, cf. the practice in the Berlin papyrus of Didymus, e.g. col. 12, 47–8:

ENTHI D— TWNPERIAUTONISTORIWN. Also MELWN A— in POxy. 1231, fr. 56 = Turner, 1987, 17b. Comparable also is
POxy. 841, fr. 94: tw'/ i> (The letter “i”), where there is a gap after the definite article.
23 Two books: Dr. 1. 3. 71; POxy. 2438, 36; number of books not mentioned in Suda 4. 133. 6
24 AR5, 13–4 = line 52 in Bagnall/Frier/Rutherford, forthcoming, 34.
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ÔHr≥ªaklºh'≥" ªPaºufwv(ito") tou' ∆Art≥emi≥ªdwvroªu m≥ªhtºr≥o;(") Qe≥r≥m≥ªouvq(io") . . º . . . ª . . . . º . ª
»Wro≥"≥ ªajºde≥l≥fo;" ª . . º . . .
. . ªej≥t≥w'≥n≥)
(Herakles son of Pauphois son of Artemidorus, and of the mother Thermouthis . . . . . Horos his brother . . . of x years)

The traces in the third line of the verso of fr. 108 also fit exactly, matching the nu and alpha of [ej]n
Aij[g]ivnh/ in the scholion on line 125:
iJero;n Dio;" ÔEl≥ [l]h≥nivou [ej]n Aij[g]ivnh/ o{pou sunelqovnte" . [
eu[xa≥[n]to peri; tou' aujcmou'
(The temple of Zeus Hellanius in Aegina where coming together they prayed concerning the drought)

I was able to confirm the position of fr. 108 by direct examination of the papyrus. So the scholion ends
up looking like this:
ejn tw'/ a≥– ªtºw≥'n prosodivªwºn fevretai
D’Alessio’s brilliant connection makes it certain that the subject of the scholion was the prosovdion.
Scholia on lines 124–6 (with fr. 108 included)

Scholion on line 124 restored

A sceptic might still claim that the subject of fevretai might be not the triad, but a word in its opening
lines or perhaps a phrase or metaphorical expression (for examples, see C below). The answer to this
objection is: surely in that case we would expect the word or expression to be specified.25 Since no such
specification appears, it seems more likely that the reference is the triad as a whole, and that the
scholion picks up and explains the title on the left hand side of the column. (This special editorial
function is perhaps one reason that the style of handwriting used in the scholion is more formal than in
other scholia, and more like the formal hands of the diorthoses and the title at the start of Paean 6).

25 It is in fact so specified in some of the examples listed in C) below, e.g. POxy. 874 (example ii under heading c),

where a whole line of the text of Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica (3. 269) is repeated at the bottom of the column with e[n
t(isin) ou{(tw") fevretai next to it.
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C. The critical applications of fevretai
In the previous section I referred to the use of the verb fevretai to mean “is transmitted”. It may be
helpful at this point in the argument to present a short survey of some of the specific functions with
which it used.26
a) It is used of the ascription of works to authors. We find it used of forensic oratory, as in i)
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, De Dinarcho 11 (1. 317. 3–4), of the Kata Demosthenous Paranomon:
ou|to" ejn toi'" Pergamhnoi'" pivnaxi fevretai wJ" Kallikravtou". ejgw; d∆, eij me;n ejkeivnou ejstivn,
oujk oi\da . . . (In the Pinakes at Pergamum this is transmitted under the name of Callicrates. I do not
know whether it is really his work . . .).
Compare the rare active form in ii) De Dinarcho, c. 10 (1. 312. 1) = Callimachus fr. 444.27
Dhmovsioi lovgoi gnhvsioi (sc. Dinarchi) . . . Kata; Qeokrivnou e[ndeixi": ætou' patrov", w\ a[ndre"æ.
tou'ton Kallivmaco" ejn toi''" Dhmosqevnou" fevrei (Genuine public orations: the indictment against
Theocrines, beginning: “Of the father, men . . .”. This speech Callimachus classes among those of
Demosthenes).
Do these passages suggest that the word occurred in the library catalogues of Alexandria and
Pergamum?28 We find similar idioms used of works of comedy, e.g. iii) in Athenaeus, Deip. 3. 127c of
Antiphanes’ Anteia (fr. 36 K.–A.)
to; d∆ aujto; dra'ma fevretai kai; wJ" ∆Alevxido" (PCG II p. 30) ejn ojlivgoi" sfovdra diallavtton
(The same drama is transmitted under the name of Alexis, differing in very few cases.)
So Athenaeus, 3. 123b of the Aleiptria of Antiphanes (fr. 26 K.–A.), and id. 14.642d of the Homoia of
Alexis (fr. 168 K.–A.). The idiom is used also of prose works, such as:
iv) Athenaeus, 6. 273c (of the On Pleasure of Chamaeron)
to; d∆ aujto; biblivon kai; wJ" Qeofravstou fevretai (The same book is transmitted as the work of
Theophrastus);
or v) Galen, Peri; duspnoiva" 7. 960.3 K (= id. Eij" to; peri; cumw'n JIppokravtou" uJpovmnhma 16.3.9–
10 K):29
. . . o{sa dokei' me;n Eujrufw'nto" ei\nai, fevretai d∆ ejn toi'" ÔIppokravtou" ( . . [works] which
seem to be by Euryphon [of Cnidus], but are transmitted in the works of Hippocrates)
or vi) Suda, 2. 691. 4–5
Qemistogevnh", Surakouvsio", iJstorikov". Kuvrou ajnavbasi", h{ti" ejn toi'" Xenofw'nto" fevretai
(Themistogenes, Syracusian, an historian. The Anabasis of Cyrus, which is transmitted among the
works of Xenophon)

26 No convenient survey of these uses seems to exist. Related constructions are discussed in McNamee, 1977, 90ff.
(ou{tw" . . .) and 92ff. (e[n tisi).
27 For Callimachus’ krivsi" of Demosthenes: M. J. Lossau, Untersuchungen zur antiken Demosthenesexegese.
Palingenesia 2, Bad Homburg, 1964, 81–2; A. A. Anastassiou, Zur antiken Wertschätzung der Beredsamkeit des
Demosthenes, Diss. Kiel, 1966, 83 n. 3; R. Blum, Kallimachos. The Alexandrian Library and the Origins of Bibliography, tr.
H. H. Wellisch, Wisconsin, 1991, 159.
28 Many similar instances occur in discussions of the Attic orators in Photius’ Bibliotheca, in some cases in passages
attributed to Caecilius of Caleacte: of Aeschines at Bibl. 61. 20a9 (attributed to Caecilius of Caleacte: fr. 127 Ofenloch); of
Antiphon at Bibl. 259.486a1 (attributed to Caecilius: not included in fr. 103 Ofenloch, strangely), of Isocrates at Bibl.
260.486b5; of Lysias at Bibl. 262.488b14; at Demosthenes at Bibl. 265.490b42; of Dinarchus at Bibl. 267.496a40.
29 Test. 7 in H. Grensemann, Knidische Medizin v. 1 (Berlin, 1975) , 11.
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This citation alludes to the tradition, emanating from Xenophon, Hell. 3. 1. 2, that the author of the
Anabasis was not Xenophon but Themistogenes.30
In several of these cases (i) and v), perhaps iv) and vi) fevretai is used of an attribution which the
writer believes to be false.
b) Alternatively, fevretai can refer to transmission of a passage in a book. Sometimes it is used
when a text appears twice: either when it appears twice in books by different authors, as in i) Athenaeus,
15. 671d (of 243 K.–A.), a fragment of the Sleep of Alexis
ta; aujta; ijambei'a fevretai kai; para; ∆Antifavnei ejn ”Upnw/ (The same iambics are transmitted also
in Antiphanes in his Sleep (cf. PCG 2 p. 437);
or when it appears twice in books of the same author, as in ii) Athenaeus, 8. 340c, of lines of Alexis’
Phaedo or Phaedrias (fr. 249 K.–A.)
ta; aujta; ijambei'a fevretai kajn th'/ ejpigrafomevnh/ Eij" to; frevar (fr. 87 K.–A.) (The same iambics
are transmitted also in the so-called Into The Well)
Another case is iii) the hypothesis to the Ps. Hesiodic Shield:
Th'" ∆Aspivdo" hJ ajrch; ejn tw'/ tetavrtw/ Katalovgw/ fevretai mevcri stivcwn næ kai; ıæ. (The start
of the Shield is transmitted in the fourth Catalogue, up to line 56)
In this case the second transmission is attested at Catalogue of Women fr. 195. fevromai can also be used
of the position or classification of a text in an author’s works, even when it only occurs once, as in iv)
the hypothesis to Pindar, Nemean 9 (3. 150.3 Dr.):
dio; kecwrismevnai fevrontai (referring to Nemeans 9–11) (For which reason they are transmitted as
separate)
Slightly different is v) Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Thuc. 42 (1. 398.8ff.):
uJpe;r aJpavsa" de; ta;" ejn tai'" eJpta; buvbloi" feromevna" (sc. dhmhgoriv a ") th;n Plataievwn
ajpologivan teqauvmaka . . . (Beyond all the speeches transmitted in the seven books I admire the
defence of the Plataeans . . .)
Here the speeches are spoken of as if independent works. Again, fev r omai can also be used of the
transmission of a text in a collection, as in vi) Diogenes Laertius, 1. 90, referring to Cleoboulos:
fevretai aujtou' ejn toi'" Pamfivlh" ÔUpomnhvmasi kai; ai[nigma toi'on (Also the Hupomnemata of
Pamphile is transmitted this riddle [FHG 3. 521])
Here may belong vii) a scholion on Euripides, Troades 1051:
oJ stivco" ou|to" ejn paroimivai" fevretai (This verse is transmitted among proverbs)
Was this a collection of proverbs like the Menandri Sententiae?31 or is this just a way of saying that the
line has the status of a proverb?
c) Often fevretai is used of textual variants, when different readings are transmitted in different
editions, as in i) PMG 608, line 16, a hypomnema on Simonides:
fevretai ªde; kai;º a[llh grafhv . . (Another reading is also transmitted . . .);

30 On Themistogenes, see Malcolm Maclaren, “Xenophon and Themistogenes”, TAPA 65, 1934, 240–247; W. Speyer,
Die literarische Fälschung im heidnischen und christlichen Altertum; ein Versuch ihrer Deutung (Munich, 1971) [=
Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft, 1. Abt., 2. T.], 30.
31 The Menandri Sententiae (see the edition of S. Jaekel, Leipzig, 1964), contains some lines of Euripides but not
Troades 1051. But, as David Bain points out, one would expect paroimivai" to be qualified in some way.
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Another example is found in ii) POxy. 874, a text of Apollonius Rhodius, Arg. 3. 263–271, where an
alternative version of line 269 seems to have been written beneath the line, with the following
comment.32
e[n t(isin) ou{(tw") fevret(ai) (In some copies it is transmitted thus);
Another example iii) is POxy. 2737, fr. A i. 11, a hypomnema on a lost play of Aristophanes (fr. 590, 11
K.–A.)
oºu≥j f. to; loipo;n ⁄ tou' sºtivcou (The rest of the verse is not transmitted)
Many other instances of this use occur, often in the scholia to Euripides, rarely in the scholia to Homer,
reporting that a word or line does not appear in some, many or most copies.33 We also find it of larger
sections of texts, as in iv) the hypothesis to the Rhesus:
kai; ejn ejnivoi" de; tw'n ajntigravfwn e{terov" ti" fevretai provlogo" (And in some copies a different
prologue is transmitted);
And in some cases it is used of whole texts, as at v) Achilles, In Arati Phaen. 80.26–7 Maas (cf. 81.4–7)
fevretai dh; ta; Fainovmena uJpo; mevn tinwn ajprooimivasta . . . (The Phainomena is transmitted
by some without a proem);
or (vi) a scholion of Sopater on Hermogenes, Peri Staseon 53.13 (4. 429.3–5 Walz):
suvggrammav ejstin ÔErmogevnou" peri; prooimivou o{ eu{rhtai me;n ejn tai'" ajnagrafai'": ouj
fevretai dev . . . (There is a work by Hermogenes on the proem which is found in the lists, but it is
not transmitted)
d) By an easy transition, fevretai can be used generic classification within an overall scheme of genres;
the one example of this is a scholion by Heliodorus on Dionysius Thrax (A. Hilgard, Scholia in Dionysii
Thracis Artem Grammaticam [= Gramm. Graec. 1.3] (Leipzig, 1901), 451.17–20):
prosovdiovn ejsti poivhma uJpo; ajrrevnwn h] parqevnwn corou' ejn th'/ prosovdw/ th'/ pro;" to;n qeo;n
aj/dovmenon: fevretai de; ejn touvtw/ tw'/ gevnei kai; to; ajpotreptikovn (ajpopemptikovn Hilgard,
ajposteptikovn Kaibel). e[sti de; poivhma ajspastikovn (Kaibel: spastikovn: MS), kata; to;n ajpo;
tw'n qew'n cwrismo;n aj/dovmenon. (A prosodion is a poem sung by men or by girls in procession toward
the god. The “apotreptic” is also classed in this genre. It is a poem of farewell (?), sung during withdrawal from the gods.)
The prosodion genre includes the highly obscure “apotreptic” genre, which seems to be a sort of inverse
prosodion in which the chorus depart from (turn away from?) the presence of the deity.34
32 In the line below appears o≥"≥ fevretai ª, mysteriously.
33 The chief variants are: e[n tisi (ajntigravfoi") ouj f. (S Hec. 1100, unusually of a single word aijqevra; S Ph. 375);

ejn toi'" polloi'" ajntigr. ouj f. (S Ph. 1035, 1225, Andr. 1254; ejn polloi'" ajntigr. ouj f. (S Ph. 1282; Hipp. 1050; S
Or. 1229: ejn tw'/ ajntigravfw/ ouj fevrontai oiJ d— i[amboi, ejn a[llw/ dev. Unique is S Hec. 13, where the emendation of
Didymus: h\n is contrasted to the paradosis h\ which ejn toi''" ajntigr. f., characterised as the koinh; ajnagnwvrisi". Homeric
scholia: e[n tisi ouj f.: Il. 2.121 (1. 211 Erbse); ejn polloi'" ouj f.: Il. 13. 480 (3. 495 Erbse); Od. 11. 428 (2. 514
Dindorf); ejn ejnivoi" de; ouj f.: Od. 4. 569 (1. 222 Dindorf); ou|to" oJ stivco" ejn tai'" ∆Aristaceivai" ouj f.: Od. 8. 142
(1. 365.31 Dindorf); (stivcon) ouj ferovmenon ejn tai'" ∆Aristavrcou Il.21.73 (4. 137 Erbse); Il 8. 130.11: e[n tisi tw'n
palaiw'n fevrontai duvo stivcoi S Hesiod, Op. 242–47: tou;" ejn polloi'" feromevnou" . . duvo stivcou"; POxy. 2819, fr.
2. 5 (commentary on hexameter poetry); Harpocration, Lex. 211.2 (= Suda 3. 439.19 Adler): . . . mhvpote bevltion f. ejn
toi'" ∆Attikianoi'" Naukratitikav, where the Attikiana are a group of preferred manuscripts: see RE 2. 2337–9; S Plato,
Laws 930d (p. 366 Greene [1938]); the words tou' douvlou are omitted from the text of the Vatican manuscript, but added in
the margin by a second hand, and yet another hand supplies the comment: e[n tisi tw'n ajntigravfwn ouj f.
34 See G. Kaibel, Die Prolegomena peri; kwmw/diva" [AGGW II 4] (Berlin, 1898), 36, who wants to assimilate to the
ajposteptiko;n a\/sma performed on departure according to EM 131. 37; Färber (1936), I. 31.
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e) Finally, the idiom can be used of the appearance of certain words in authors, as in Eustathius, e.g.
Homer, Od. 14.12 (1748) on the word melavndruon:
fevretai de; kai; Aijscuvlou crh'si" ejn Filokthvth/ . . . (The usage is attested of Aeschylus too, in
the Philoctetes (TrGF 3. 251) . . . )
This seems to be a late development.35
The use of fevretai in the scholion to Paean 6. 124 is a case of b).
D. Preliminary Objections: Metre, Genre and the Opening
The suggstion is that the text that we know as the third triad of Paean 6 (henceforth “ojnomakluvta . . .”
for short) appeared in the ancient edition of Pindar both as part of Paean 6 and as a Prosodion. The
examples of the use of fevretai collected under heading b) in the previous section show that a text could
appear in two parts of a collection of an author’s works. Nevertheless, prima facie, there are some
problems with the idea that ojnomakluvta . . . existed as an independent poem. These concern a) metre, b)
genre and c) the opening of the poem.
a) Metre. No one doubts that ojnomakluvta . . . is in the same metre as paean 6, triads 1–2, but it
could be objected that two texts in the same metre are likely to have been regarded as parts of the same
poem and not as independent compositions. However, we have a counter example in the case of
Isthmians 3–4, which ancient scholarship regarded as two independent compositions in the same metre.
Modern critics differ in their interpretations: some think there was really only one poem (e.g. Snell in
his edition, Thummer in his commentary); some (e.g. Köhnken, Privitera, Race) think there were two
independent poems written for separate victories (Isthmian pankration in 473 in Isthmian 4, Nemean
chariot race in 474 in Isthmian 3 according to Köhnken, two chariot victories according to Privitera).
The dominant view among modern scholars has been a compromise: Isthmian 4 was supplemented with
a new proem when Melissus won his second victory. The truth about Isthmians 3–4 is not, fortunately,
crucial here; what matters is that their treatment in the ancient edition shows that two texts in the same
metre could have been regarded as separate compositions. 36
b) The genre. There are two problems relating to genre: bi) First, ojnomakluvta . . . mentions paeans
(line 127), apparently with self-reference, and the poem also ends with an address to Apollo as “Paian”
of the sort that we would expect in a paean (line 182). Why would a poem so manifestly marked as a
paean be classed as a prosodion? bii) Second, while we naturally think of the defining feature of the
prosodion as performance in the course of procession, there are no obvious signs of procession in the
text (contrast the beginning of Paean 6, where the singer seems to be approaching Delphi), although it
must be said that much of the third triad does not survive.
With respect to bi), we cannot be sure that a self-reference to the poem as a paiavn or an address to a
deity as Paian would have been regarded as a sufficient condition to classify the poem as a paean if no
other features corroborated that identification.37 Another important criterion was perhaps some sort of
relevance to Apollo, but in the case of ojnomakluvta . . ., the main part of the text may well have been a
35 Many times in Eustathius; otherwise I find it only in in S Lucian, 170.12 Rabe.
36 Ancient scholarship is well-summed up by Köhnken, 1974, 87, n. 1; G. A. Privitera, “Le Istmiche III e IV nel P. Oxy.

2451 e nell’edizione alessandrina”, Studi in onore di Aristide Colonna (Perugia 1982), 255–6; the “compromise” view:
Bowra, 1964, 317, Wilamowitz, 1922, 336. Krummen, 1990, 33, n. 2, sidesteps the issue. Lidov, 1974, argues the slightly
paradoxical view that the they were two songs, but composed for and performed on the same occasion one after the other, so
a variation on the “dominant” view; Bowra, 1964, 317, 281note, lists counterexamples to “one metre, one poem”. The
“dominant view” of Isthmian 3–4 provides an interesting model for theories about Paean 6: see p. 16 below. G. A. Privitera,
“Le vittorie di Melisso nelle Istmiche III e IV”, Helikon 18–9, 1978–9, 3–21, in arguing for two separate poems, makes the
interesting suggestion that Isthmian 3, the later one, was composed in the same metre as Isthmian 4 because the Theban
chorus who performed the poem had already learnt that metre, a suggestion which mutatis mutandis could be applied to
Paean 6.
37 I discuss this in Rutherford (1997).
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narrative with no direct relevance to Apollo or with any other subject matter that would be recognised as
characteristic of the paean.
Some illumination is provided here by the discussion of lyric genre attested in POxy. 2368, in which
Callimachus is credited with the view that the poem in question was a paean because of the refrain,
whereas Aristarchus is said to believe that it was a dithyramb because of the narrative of Cassandra, his
assumption apparently being that a non-Apolline narrative would suit the narrative dithyramb. This is a
parallel to the present case in so far as it shows that possession of a generic signature – a refrain in this
case – need not have been a sufficient condition to ensure classification as a paean.
Now, since ojnomakluvta . . . ended up being classed as a prosovdion rather than as a dithyramb, the
reasoning behind the classification cannot have been exactly the same. And this brings us to bii): why a
prosovdion? The range of possible motivations for this classification includes the following: 1) Textual
reasons: Perhaps the singers were made to describe themselves as processing in the lacuna in lines 157–
168; 2) Knowledge about the segmentation of the paean: ancient critics may even have had direct
evidence that the third triad was traditionally regarded as a prosodion following a two-triad paean; in the
extreme case, the title at the start of the third triad could be original; 3) Knowledge about the
performance of ojnomakluvta . . .: critics may have known that this poem was performed as a prosodion
in contemporary Aegina, or elsewhere;38 or there may have been a belief in the background that Aiakos
was often honoured with prosodia (an example of such a poem may be the fragment known as “Paean
XV”, which is probably from a prosodion in honour of Aiakos), or that the prosodion was a genre with a
particular popularity on Aegina. And it is always possible that some combination of these factors was
operating.
c) The opening. A third difficulty, as Prof. W. Race pointed out to me, is that ojnomakluvta . . . does
not start like the beginning of a new poem. This problem is even more serious now that it has turned out
that the likeliest reading at the opening of the triad is not g∆ e[nessi39 but gavr ejssi. It is just possible
that gavr refers forward to ou{neka (“since you are famous . . . therefore we will praise you”).40 But it is
more likely to refer back (just as the gavr at the start of the second triad picks up the reference to the
festival at the end of the first triad), in which case it is an impossible beginning.
Even so, the introductory particle is not a decisive objection, because the “independent” version
could have had a slightly different text. The “independent” version could have been doctored to make it
look like a new poem, perhaps by substitition of a different particle such as mevn, or alternatively the
“independent” version could have been doctored to make it fit into the paean. 41
Since none of these difficulties is insurmountable, there seems to be no serious difficulty with the
hypothesis that ojnomakluvta . . . (or a text almost identical to it) appeared as an independent poem in
the Pindaric Prosodia.
3. Explaining the Double Transmission of ∆Onomakluvta . . .
I now want to turn to explaining the double transmission. There seems to be a range of explanations,
and they can be grouped under the following three headings.
38 D’Alessio (1997), p. 30, stresses that extra-textual factors, e.g. information about contemporary performance

traditions, may have contributed to the classification of the prosodia in the Hellenistic edition.
39 The use of the particle ge in openings of speeches within works is well discussed by J. D. Denniston, The Greek
Particles2 (Oxford, 1959), 116 (referring to Plato, Rep. 614b) and 127.
40 Radt, ad loc., compares Pythian 9. 89–95: Carivtwn keladenna'n ⁄ mhv me livpoi kaqaro;n fevggo". Aijgivna/ te
gavr ⁄ fami; Nivsou t∆ ejn lovfw/ tri;" dh; povlin tavnd∆ eujkleiv>xai, ⁄ sigalo;n ajmacanivan e[rgw/ fugwvn: ⁄ ou{neken, eij
fivlo" ajstw'n, ei[ ti" ajntavei", tov g∆ ejn xunw'/ peponamevnon eu\ ⁄ mh; lovgon blavptwn aJlivoio gevronto" kruptevtw: ⁄
kei'no" aijnei'n kai; to;n ejcqrovn ⁄ panti; qumw'/ suvn te divka/ kala; rJevzont∆ e[nnepen. But here gavr could point back.
41 D’Alessio (1997) argues that there were colometric differences between the versions of the poem in the Paeans and
the Prosodia, so why not textual differences also?
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A. Detachment
The first scenario I want to suggest is that the poem was originally a three-triad composition, but that
the third triad was detached, for independent performance or circulation. Who might have detached it,
and when?
One possibility is that the Hellenistic critics were responsible for this detachment. They may
themselves have been puzzled by the fact that triad 3 is thematically unconnected with the earlier part of
the poem. This theory becomes attractive if we bear in mind that Paean 6 is the poem that in ancient
sources is supposed to have offended the Aeginetans and occasioned the composition of the apologetic
Nemean 7, in which Pindar presented a more acceptable version of the death of Neoptolemus at
Delphi.42 Whether or not this hypothesis is true is not something I want to get into now, but it is clear
that some ancient scholars seriously maintained it, particularly Aristodemus, the pupil of Aristarchus.
Now, a prima facie problem with this “apology-hypothesis”, or at least the part of it that depends on
Paean 6, is that the third triad of Paean 6 amounts to an encomium of Aegina; why would the
Aeginetans have been offended by a poem containing such a glowing laudation of their own island?
However, we are now in a position to argue that the ancient scholars covered that objection by positing
that the encomiastic third triad of Paean 6 was a separate poem, leaving a triads 1–2 as an independent
Delphic poem without a phil-Aeginetan coda.
This is a neat solution. But I find it difficult to imagine that a strategy as radical as grouping the
third triad of the poem as a prosodion could have come about without some basis in the earlier tradition.
In the same way, it seems likely that the double position of the first 56 lines of the Ps. Hesiodic Aspis in
the Hesiodic canon represents the continuation of a prehellenistic tradition, and the same goes for most,
if not all, of the textual variants mentioned earlier.
Alternatively, the detachment of the third triad could be pre-hellenistic. It could be as early as the
Persian Wars, if the poem was early; in that case, perhaps Pindar detached it himself, reusing his own
work.43 One thinks of the symbolic involvement of the Aiakidai in the conflict: was it detached to
supply a need for a hymn in their honour? Alternatively, the detachment could have happened later on,
in the late 5th century or early 4th century. Reperformance of the third triad (as a prosodion?) would
most naturally have taken place on Aegina or in the context of some other cult of Aiakos (such as the
Aiakeion in Athens, attested from the early 5th century BCE [cf. Herodotus, Hist. 5. 89]?). The cult of
Aiakos enjoyed a revival on Aegina during the 2nd century BCE, in the period of domination by
Pergamum, and it is possible that the detached prosodion was still being performed in that context. 44
This scenario can be adapted to accommodate some version of the apology-hypothesis. We might
surmise that the poem was first performed at Delphi, whether by a Delphian chorus or an Aeginetan
one; it subsequently came into the possession of the Aeginetans, who, offended by what they took to be
the oblique criticism of Neoptolemus in the second triad, chose to memorialise only the third. Hence

42 For the apology hypothesis, see above n. 5.
43 The “reuse” idea was suggested to me by Prof. D. Boedeker.
44 Hellenistic cult of Aiakos: 1) there was a cult of Aiakos at Athens in 4th century BCE: R. S. Stroud, “The Aiakeion
and Tholos of Athens in POxy 2087”, ZPE 103,1994, 1–9; id., “The Sanctuary of Aiakos in the Athenian Agora”, AJA 97,
1993, 308–9, draws attention to a reference to the Aiakeion in a decree from 374 BCE. 2) Honour was paid to Aiakos in the
4th century as an ancestor of the kings of Salamis in Cyprus: IG 4. 583; Isocrates, 9, 14ff. 3) There was a cult of Aiakos on
Aegina in the post-classical period: in 210 BCE Aegina became part of the Kingdom of Pergamum; there are Pergamene
coins with Aiakos on them (see LIMC s. Aiakos); D. Kleine Pauly, s. Aigina; R. E. Allen, “Attalos I and Aegina”, BSA 66,
1971, 1–12 (cf. R. E. Allen, The Attalid Kingdom: A Constitutional History, Oxford, 1983, 147), pointing to an inscription
connecting Pergamum and Aiakos. 210 BCE is about the time Aristophanes was compiling his edition. And there seems to
have been Pergamene interest in the cult of Aiakos on the island (Inscriptions relating to the Aeginetan Thearoi also date
from the second century BCE: see Alt-Ägina 1, 2. Die spätrömische Akropolismauer, ed. W. W. Wurster and F. Felten,
Mainz, 1975, I. 2; E. Walter-Karydi and K. Hoffelner, “Das Thearion von Ägina. 1. Zum Apollonkult auf Ägina, 2. Der
Thearion-Bau”, AA 1994, 125–148.
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might have arisen the tradition that Pindar offended the Aeginetans. Perhaps the defensive stance of
Nemean 7 can be explained by some such context as this.
If we explain the independent transmission of the third triad in this way, there is no change to the
issue of the original performance scenario of the song. However, the clean segmentation between the
second and third triads (both on the level of theme and of form) invites us to explore the possibility that
the independent or semi-independent status of the third triad could be original, and here we move into
an area where the traditional approach would be jeopardised.
B. Supplement or Compensatory Supplement
In the previous section, I assumed that the poem was originally in three-triads (as we have it), but that at
a later point the third triad was detached. But it is also possible that the third triad was not originally part
of the poem.
One possibility is that triads 1–2 and triad 3 were originally independent poems composed in the
same metre, a Delphian Paean and an Aeginetan Prosodion. Later a scholar, perhaps a Hellenistic one,
decided that the third triad was really a continuation of the Paean, basing this on grounds of their
possession of the same metrical structure. But the second poem managed to hang on to its status as an
independent poem.
A powerful objection to this might seem to be that it seems unlikely that two poems would have
been composed in the same metre. The only example of two poems composed in the same metre is
Isthmians 3 and 4, but it is by no means certain that these poems are indeed independent and not part of
the same poem.45 We might rescue the hypothesis that Paean 6 triads 1–2 and triad 3 were independent
isometric poems if we could show that there was some special link between them that might explain the
shared metrical structure. Ad hoc hypotheses could perhaps be devised. For example, we might surmise
that the two poems were part of the same cycle of ritual events. Perhaps an Aeginetan pilgrimage to
Delphi began (or ended) with a song-dance performance in honour of Aiakos on Aegina,46 and the
musical/metrical form of such a performance might well have been the same as that of the paean
performed at Delphi when the Aeginetan pilgrims arrived (perhaps because an Aeginetan chorus
performed the paean). But such a recherché hypothesis is perhaps best resorted to only if all others fail.
Alternatively, perhaps the third triad is a supplement, lacking in the original version. The earliest
version may have consisted only of two triads or it may have had a different third triad. The version
with the third triad may have been intended for performance by Aeginetans, whereas the version without
the third triad, or with a different third triad, may have been performed by some other group
(Delphians). Or perhaps the earlier version, without the third triad or with a different third triad, was
performed by Aeginetans at the Delphic Theoxenia, and then a revamped version, with the extant third
triad, was produced for Aeginetan consumption.47 (For the sake of completeness, I ought also to
mention the possibility that the “original” might have been the third triad, an Aeginetan prosodion, to
which the first two triads were later added when Pindar came to write the Delphic poem).48
45 For Isthmians 3–4, see n. 36 above.
46 Some sort of ritual activity might well have been expected from departing pilgrims. Thus, Thucydides, 6. 3. 1, tells us

that when pilgrims set out from Sicily they offered sacrifice in the altar of Apollo Archagetes at Naxos in Sicily. In the
Hellenistic period sacrifice was held on Cos when the qewriva set out for Delos and Delphi, attended by representatives from
neighbouring states: L. Sokolowski, Les lois sacrées des cités grecques (Paris, 1969), 156B.
47 Two versions might have survived a) at Delphi and b) at Aegina. Alternatively, one version could have been
transmitted as the “published” version, the other as part of Pindar’s private papers, as Gregory Nagy suggests to me.
48 It is relevant in this context to note that in an important recent contribution to the problem of Paean 6, D’Alessio and
Ferrari, 1988, have shown that there were two versions of the penultimate colon of each epode, differing by the inclusion or
omission of one syllable. This variation suggests that two slightly different versions of the poem were in circulation, and
probably had been since the classical period (since it is hard to see how such a variation could have arisen in the hellenistic
period). Could these two different editions perhaps be correlated with the two different versions of the poem posited above,
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It is worth remembering that such hypotheses about two different versions of the same poem have
been entertained in the case of Isthmians 3–4.49 The view most commonly accepted until recently is that
Isthmian 4 is the earlier version, and Isthmian 3 represents a proem added to an earlier poem. So in the
case of Paean 6, we may have to reckon with earlier and later stages in the process of composition.
Equally, it has recently been argued – by Privitera – that Isthmian 3 and Isthmian 4 may have been
entirely independent compositions; possession of the same metre should be explained in some other
way, for example by the hypothesis that it was a concession to the performers who had already been
trained in the given metre/melody/dance. So in this case the explanation could be that an Aeginetan
chorus were trained in the metre/melody/dance of one song (either triads 1–2 or triad 3), so that when
Pindar came to write the other song it was convenient to write it in the same metre.
There is an easy connection to some version of the “apology hypothesis” concerning the presumed
link between Paean 6 and Nemean 7. This time, we are talking not about the possibility that Hellenistic
critics invented this (as on p. 14 above), but the hypothesis of modern scholars that some scenario such
as this actually lay behind the poem. This is not an uncontentious point; Pindarists have taken sides on
it. But the view that the unusual tone of Nemean 7 may be motivated by a desire to compensate for an
unfriendly treatment of Neoptolemus in an earlier poem, and that this earlier poem was Paean 6, has
enough general acceptance to make the following sub-hypothesis worth suggesting.50
Perhaps, as Farnell suggested,51 the third triad was indeed added by Pindar at some later point, after
an earlier version of the poem, perhaps consisting merely of the first two triads, perhaps consisting of
the first two triads plus a different third triad, had offended the Aeginetans, the cause of the offence
either being part of the presentation of the story of Neoptolemus (or something else contained in an
original third triad), or the absence in the original poem of praise of Aegina.
In either case, we should have to assume a complex transmission: a) the three-triad poem as we have
it is transmitted to the Hellenistic editors; b) some sort of tradition also records the fact that the third
triad was not originally integral to the poem. Of course, this information would not in itself be enough
to identify the final triad as a Prosodion to Aiakos, and to that extent this hypothesis might appear to be
unsatisfactory as an explanation for the second title. But perhaps the identification of the third triad as a
Prosodion to Aiakos represents an attempt by a Hellenistic scholar to interpret in generic terms the
transmitted datum that the triads 3 did not originally belong together with triads 1–2.
A problem with the versions of B) presented so far is that we would not expect the third triad to
have been preserved independently. One could devise a refined solution that could obviate this
difficulty. Again, let us assume that there was an earlier version of the poem, a Delphic paean, either
triads 1–2 of the extant poem, or triads 1–2 plus a different third triad. Subsequently, Pindar composed a
poem of one triad in the same metre, a poem in honour of Aiakos. At a later point, the latter poem was
for some reason appended to the earlier poem. If the earlier poem originally had more than two triads,
the third triad and any later ones will have been deleted; but if the former poem had only two triads, the
process of combination will have been more straightforward. After two poems were combined in this
way, the second one will have had an ambiguous status, playing a dual role as both an independent
prosodion in honour of Aiakos and an integral part of the Delphic paean.
This scenario accommodates the apology-hypothesis well. We may surmise that Pindar composed
the third triad as an independent poem after the Delphian Paean had angered the Aeginetans, and offered
it to them as a gesture of compensation, a sort of Palinodia, though one which, as we can see, does not
contain an explicit admission of transgression. While the poem was designed for independent
one with the phil-Aeginetan third triad and one without, or one with a version preserved at Aegina (in the Aiakeion?), and
one in a version preserved at Delphi?
49 For Isthmians 3–4, see n. 36.
50 For the hypothesis see n. 5 above.
51 See n. 5 above.
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performance on Aegina, the common metrical pattern shows that it was also intended as a supplement to
the Paean. The text of the original performance of the poem was probably not sacrosanct, and Pindar
may himself have ensured that in the revised version, the Aeginetan prosodion appeared as the third
triad.52
C. Split Performance?
In B) I considered the possibility that independence of the third triad can best be accounted for by the
hypothesis that the original text of the poem was revised and provided with a supplement. But is it
possible that the separateness of the third triad is part of the original conception of the poem? There are
a number of different possibilities with interesting consequences for performance.
C1) The first two triads were performed by Delphians, the third triad by the Aeginetans. The
Delphians perhaps perform at the altar, the Aeginetans while they process towards the altar (or perhaps
when they leave? The prosodion included songs performed in the course of departure from the gods to
judge from S Dionysius Thrax, p. 451.17–20 Hilgard, cited on p. 11). A point against this is that
speaking-subject revealed in lines 9–11 cannot be a member of the Delphic community.
C2) The whole poem is performed by the poet at the Delphic Theoxenia, on an occasion when the
Aeginetans were visiting. The poem had two parts, dedicated to two different groups, and effecting a
sort of negotiation between them. One section (triads 1–2) was “for the Delphians”, describing the
origin of the festival, and the death of Neoptolemus; the second section, the “third triad”, was for the
Aeginetans, praising their island and giving an account of Aiakos and his family.
C3) A mixture of C1) and C2): Pindar sings triads 1–2; then the Aeginetans sing their part. The
range of alternative performance-scenarios will be as in C2), with the poet either taking part in a
procession, or performing at some other point.
C4) It is also possible that the Aeginetans originally performed both sections, the first “paean”
section and the second “prosodion” section. The generic terms in the title are thus accurate, the dative
plurals not so (one might imagine the text being transmitted with PAIAN and PROSODION at the start
of the two sections). How we decide that issue may depend in the end of what we think of lines 9–11.
All things being equal, this sounds more like the poet talking, but it is still possible the Aeginetans
performed it.
For the idea of a paean and prosodion performed in succession, we have a parallel in the hellenistic
Paean of Limenius (probably performed in 129 BCE), designated in its title as a “paean and prosodion”
(paia;n kai; pªrosovºd≥ion). The double title seems to refer to a paean (in cretic metre) and to a prosodion
(in aeolo-choriambic metre). True, in this case the two sections are formally distinct, but both seem to
be regarded as parts of the same composition. 53 Was Limenius perhaps following a traditional pattern of
composition, of which Paean 6 is an early example? 54
52 In that case the question arises of the relative chronology of the third triad and Nemean 7. Perhaps the third triad

came first, and then, when that fails to satisfy Aeginetan anger, Pindar made an explicit poetic confession of his error in
Nemean 7. Alternatively, perhaps it was the failure of Nemean 7 to convince that necessitated the reworking of Paean 6. It is
even possible that the third triad of Paean 6 was designed for the same occasion as the performance of Nemean 7, during the
victory celebrations for Sogenes’ victory in Aegina.
53 Text of the Limenius poem: CA 149–51; A. Bélis in Corpus des inscriptions de Delphes (Paris, 1977–) 3.2, n. 128, p.
85; discussions: id., “A proposito degli <Inni delfici> ad Apollo”, in B. Gentili and R. Pretagostini, La musica in Grecia,
Rome, 1988, 205ff.; M. West, Ancient Greek Music, Oxford, 1992, 293–300. The title is disputed; pªoqovºdion has also been
read; Pöhlmann, 1970, 64. The 4th century poet Cleochares, SIG 3 450, wrote a poqovdion kai; paiavn kai; u{mno" for the
Delphic Theoxenia; this seems to be three distinct compositions, but could it also have been three poems linked together?
54 One is also reminded of the concept of the hybrid prosodiako;" paiavn, referred to in S Isth. 1 (3. 197.1 Drachmann)
and often linked to Paean 4. This term seems to imply that the poem had features both of a paean and of a prosodion (the
form and/or function of a paean and perhaps the performance-context of a prosodion. In this case, then, the two forms are not
combined in succession but fused together. Confusion between paean and prosodion is also attested by Proclus,
Chrestomathia 320a21–5: oJ de; paiavn ejstin ei\do" wj/dh'" eij" pavnta" nu'n grafovmeno" (suggrafovmeno" Lloyd-Jones)
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Needless to say, we might include a range of more complex possibilities also, in which there are
three performers: the poet (triad 1), the Delphians (triad 2), and the Aeginetans (triad 3). But the absence
of a title at the start of the second triad seems sufficient reason not to give any of these serious
consideration at this stage.
In the case of any of possibilities C1–3, the Aeginetan theoroi returned to Aegina and took only
‘their part’ of the poem. Perhaps the whole poem was memorialised at Delphi; or perhaps first two triads
were transmitted separately also, with the whole poem also having a panhellenic circulation. So we
would have three versions of the poem: a Delphian one (2 triads); an Aeginetan one (1 triad) and a
panhellenic one (three).
It seems worth developing the hypothesis of split performance further. The first two triads were
performed by Delphians, the third triad by Aeginetans. The Delphian section introduces the poem and
narrates the story of Neoptolemus. The Delphians speak in the person of the poet. They introduce the
Aeginetan section, which is a mini-genealogy of the Aiakidai. The Aeginetans conclude their section by
wishing benefaction on their own people.
In addition, it is worth paying special attention to the end of the second triad. In these lines, the
singers (presumably members of the Delphian chorus) appeal to some unidentified nevoi to sing mevtra
paihovnwn (121–2):
ãijh;Ã ijh'teÕ nu'n, mevtra p≥aihovn]wn ijh'õteÕ nevoõiÕ.
(Ie! Ie! Shoot now measures of paeans, Ie! young men)

This appeal turns out not to be so much a coda completing the preceding narrative but an introduction to
and a sort of speech frame for the whole third triad, amounting to: “now sing your section, Aeginetans!”
On this interpretation, the death of Neoptolemus is dealt with in the Delphian section, as if in the
context of the festival it was felt that this was inappropriate for the Aeginetans. It would be interesting
to try to link up this complex scenario of “split performance” with the apology hypothesis. Thus, the
original performance of the poem at Delphi articulates the difficult relationship between Aeginetan
pilgrims and a Delphic myth which involves an unflattering account of an Aiakid. The Delphic
perspective (Neoptolemus was an aggressor, and was justly punished) and the Aeginetan persective
(Aiakos and his family be praised) were juxtaposed. This strategy, we might surmise, might have been
intended to minimise Aeginetan embarrassment by saving them from narrating the death of
Neoptolemus themselves. But (we may surmise) this strategy may have backfired, inflaming the anger
of the Aeginetan singers by confronting them with the Delphian articulation of the myth.
The second point has to do with the dramatisation implied in the poem. With the end of the second
triad, the poem approaches a sort of crisis: the death of Neoptolemus is unresolved, the poem ends in
dramatic conflict, hostility on two levels: between Aiakid and Delphians, between Aiakid and Apollo.
The appearance of the Aeginetan chorus in the third triad seems to resolve both conflicts: just as the
narrative of the birth of Aiakos rehearses the element of cooperation between Aiakids and gods, so the
peaceful arrival of the Aeginetan chorus at Delphi dramatises cooperation between Aeginetans/Aiakids
and Apollo.55
How the performance might have been staged is another matter. Perhaps the Delphians sang their
part at the altar, and then the Aeginetans sang their part in procession towards the altar; or perhaps the
Delphians performed their part at some distance from the sanctuary (near the Fountain of Castalia? Cf.

qeouv", to; de; palaio;n ijdivw" ajpenevmeto tw'/ ∆Apovllwni kai; th'/ ∆Artevmidi, ejpi; katapauvsei loimw'n kai; novswn
aj/dovmeno". katacrhstikw'" de; kai; ta; prosovdiav tine" paia'na" levgousin (The paean is a lyric genre now written in
honour of all gods, but originally it was devoted to Apollo and Artemis in particular, sung to stop plagues and diseases. Some
misuse the word “paean”, applying it to prosodia.) I have discussed this material in Rutherford, 1995.
55 I owe this point to Peter Wilson.
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line 3, which makes explicit reference to the sound of the fountain), and then the Aeginetans processed
up to the temple; alternatively perhaps there were two independent processions towards the altar (as
Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood suggests to me).56
If the titles are accurate, then Paean 6 would provide an excellent example of negotiation between
panhellenic and local traditions within the context of ancient pilgrimage. The arrival of a delegation at a
sanctuary, and its reception (“qewrodokiva”) was not a simple process, but a negotiation between the
delegates representing their community and the community responsible for the sanctuary. This
relationship is well illustrated by a 4th century inscription recording agreement between the Sciathians
and the Delphians.57 The community in charge of the sanctuary acted as host and facilitator, but
demanded in return observance of regulations and payment. Harmonious cooperation in the process of
qewrodokiva is well evoked by performance of a song which is in part dedicated to the host community
(and perhaps performed by a chorus drawn from them), and partly dedicated to the community
represented by the delegates (and perhaps performed by a chorus accompanying them).
4. The Status of ojnomakluvta . . . in the Paeans
The double transmission of ojnomakluvta . . . came about in one of the ways described above. There
remains the issue of what attitude ancient scholars took to ojnomakluvta . . . within the Paeans. Let us
assume that in the hellenistic archetype prepared by Aristophanes of Byzantium poems appeared with
titles and some critical signs, including the asteriskos indicating poem beginning.58 We saw that at line
123 of the Paean there is not only a title but also an asteriskos. It seems highly unlikely that both the
asteriskos and the generic designation “prosovdion” can go back to the hellenistic archetype, because an
independent prosodion would never have been classed as a paean. More likely we see the result here of
two or more stages of editing. In the hellenistic archetype of the Paeans, I would suggest, Paean 6
appeared without asteriskos or title at line 123, and ojnomakluvta . . . appeared in the Prosodia; at some
later point the asteriskos and the title may have been added at Paean 6, 123 by a scholar or scribe who
inferred from comparison with the Prosodia that ojnomakluvta was not part of the Paean. The date of the
revision is uncertain, but it probably belongs to the first few generations of Hellenistic scholarship.
Other possibilities should not be excluded. In particular, I would not want to rule out the possibility
that the archetype inherited a title at line 123, or at least the title Aijginhvtai" eij" Aijakovn, minus the
generic designation (this would be compatible the “split-performance” and “compensatory-supplement”
scenarios outlined above, although it is not required by them). Without the asteriskos such a title would
have been a mere sub-title, not indicating the beginning of a new poem. However, it is more economical
to assume that both title and asteriskos were added in the revision.
The editor who first added the asteriskos at line 123 thereby committed himself to the belief that the
end of the second triad was the end of the poem. Such a segmentation of Paean 6 is comprehensible not
only because the third triad begins abruptly and has little direct relevance to the first two triads, but also
because the end of the second triad, with its description of the death of Neoptolemus, and its injunction
to young men to sing paeans over him, could easily be interpreted as providing a satisfactory ending to a

56 A. von Blumenthal, RE XVIII 2 (1942), s. Paian, 2357,33f., had already suggested that the third triad was sung when
the chorus reached a monument of the Aeginetans at Delphi.
57 Sourvinou-Inwood, 1990, 297: “The polis anchored, legitimated and mediated all religious activity” (speaking of the
role of Delphi in dealing with pilgrims and sacred delegations; P. Amandry, “Convention religieuse conclue entre Delphes et
Skiathos”, BCH 63, 1939, 183ff.; id. “Note sur la convention Delphes-Skiathos”, BCH 68–9, 1944–5, 411ff.
58 The evidence for Aristophanes’ edition is collected in W. J. Slater, Aristophanis Byzantii Fragmenta (Berlin, 1986),
fr. 381
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poem. True, there would be no major closing section of the sort we find in many poems, but there are
plenty of parallels for poems that end more or less in the middle of the myth. 59
There is a parallel for the two-stage process of editorial activity I have described in a scholion at the
start of Alcman, PMG 3, fr. 1 (POxy. 2387, fr. 1):
ªpºareggrav(fetai) ejn ªtoºi'" ajntigrav(foi") au{th ªkajn tw'/º pevmptw/: kai; ejn ejkeivnw/ ªejn me;n tw'/º
∆Ar(isto)niv(kou) periegevgra(pto), ejn de; tw'/ Ptol(emaivou) ajperªivºgra(pto") h\n (In copies this poem
is falsely inserted in the 5th book also; and in that it was deleted in the edition of Aristonicus, but
undeleted in that of Ptolemaios).
We can infer that in the hellenistic archetype the same poem occurred twice in the edition, and later, in
some copies at least, the text in book 5 was marked for deletion by round deletion marks (perigrafaiv).60
Earlier on I pointed out that the style of handwriting of the title at line 123 is subtly different from
that of the title at the beginning of Paean 6. Is this difference linked to the fact that the second title
belongs to a revised edition? A direct connection is unlikely, since the revision is probably centuries
older that POxy. 841. However, an indirect connection is possible: perhaps title and asteriskos at line
123 appeared only in some copies of the Paeans (cf. the differences between copies of Alcman, Book 5
attested in POxy. 2387, fr. 1). POxy. 841 might originally have lacked them, but a diorthotes might have
added them, finding them in another copy.
5. Towards a Conclusion
While the new data of the title and scholion at the start of the third triad might have been expected to
provide a definitive solution for Paean 6, in fact their effect is to multiply the number of possible
interpretations. The one thing we have established is that ojnomakluvta . . . circulated as an independent
poem before the Hellenistic period. As to how that situation arose, there are three plausible theories: A)
the hypothesis of “detachment”; B) that of “compensatory supplement” and C) that of “split
performance”. Deciding between these is not easy. But it seems to me that the fact that the segmentation
between the second and third triads is so clean (both on the level of theme and the level of form) points
toward the independence of the third triad being part of the original design of the poem. Hence I incline
against A) and in favour of B) or C).
Thus, it turns out what has traditionally been seen as the central problem in the interpretation of the
poem – the incongruity between the Delphic performance scenario and the Aeginetan emphasis of the
third triad – can now be explained by one of two extraordinary scenarios. Can we say which of B) or C)
is likelier? It is an advantage of scenario C) that it avoids the necessity to postulate a complex process of
composition. Scenario C) also offers an attractive picture of cooperation between two groups of
performers in the context of a panhellenic sanctuary. On the other hand, scenario B) perhaps provides a
better explanation of why the third triad was transmitted independently as an Aeginetan Prosodion. And
the perfect compatibility between scenario B) and the apology hypothesis may be a reason for giving
credence both to the apology-hypothesis and to the scenario.

59 Paean-cries frequently occur in final position of poems. I discuss this in Rutherford, forthcoming. In fact, the
occurrence of the paean-cries alone might in line 121–2 might have suggested to some ancient scholar that the poem ended at
that point. For poems ending in mid-myth, see Rutherford (1997) 53–56. Closural aspects of this coda are also discussed in
Rutherford, 1991b.
60 Turner, 1987: 16. There is no sign of such deletion marks in the case of Paean 6.
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